
SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING CASE STUDIES

If you're looking for inspiration for your next social media campaign, take This helps your business's marketing strategy
in a multitude of ways.

Learn the tools and technologies needed to meet the challenges of tomorrow with a Professional Diploma in
Social Media Marketing. When researching customers we put together a customer avatar. The
bobbymissingcampaign was staged in a series of edited pictures where bobby was seen at different places and
finally reached Delhi. Including a direct and clear CTA on your posts is important to drive specific behaviors.
Use tweets to focus on others or share information your audience would find valuable. This is because
user-generated content helps to really engage and build a community around a brand. They wanted to drive
cookie booth searches on their official website and also boost the number of downloads for their Girl Scout
Cookie Finder mobile app. Do share your favourite campaigns in the comments below. The brand was twice
as likely to be associated with the thissummer hashtag trend as any of its nearest competitors. You need to
market your content and marketing is not just about post boosting. Finding unique ways to really stand out
among the competition is key to a successful digital marketing strategy. So, what are you waiting for? Visuals
â€” Square Sayings You know the old adage: a picture is worth 1, words. Nutella does the same and it works.
Why not tell your followers a story instead? They must have a big design team to produce their content, but it
works! There are so many other uses for Facebook Messenger bots. A careful look at competitors social media
posts, growth and ads is good starting point to see what is working and what is not working. Humor â€”
MoonPie We all love some good brand humor â€” and Twitter is the perfect place to find it. All users have to
do is tap on the photo to view the featured products, tap on the product of their choosing, then click to view it
on the website. Evian has connected their various platforms on YouTubeâ€”all while reinforcing their core
message. The brand does a great job in asking Instagram followers to tag the brand for a chance to be featured.


